Current Activity Module

This module displays the current activity of users (in the list, it displays the type of activity, the name of the activity and the names of all the users who modify a page or a tracker).

As of Tiki24, the module can display two activities:

1. Wiki Page
2. Tracker

Usage

To use this module in a wiki page:

Left or Right Column

There is an Advanced configuration, you can specify whether the module will be placed in the left or right column.

In the Text Area

This PluginModule code:

```
{MODULE(module=>current_activity)}{MODULE}
```

Screenshots

Below is the screenshots of the module used in different activities:

![Current activity](image1)

1. User editing wiki page: HomePage
   ○ admin

![Current activity](image2)

1. User editing trackeritem: 1
   ○ admin
Github Link Of the Merge:
- Gitlab Merge Request

Related Pages
See these pages for information that applies for all modules:
- Module--Overall introduction and overview
- Module Admin--Introduction to the module admin pages for site-wide and individual module settings